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391

July 26, 1978

"-zi
Mrs. Susie Keblusek
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commiss ion
7920 Norfolk Avenue
B~thesda, Maryland 20555 Ua) C./

C.• N

Re: Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
NPDES No. TN0020168

ty~
(I)

Dear Mrs. Keblusek:

Enclosed are copies of comments- from Dr. Louis G. Williams
and Mr. Albert Bates which were received by this office in
response to the EPA Public Notice on the subject facility.

Response by your office would be appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

Charles H. Kaplan
Coordinator
Thermal Analysis Unit

7200341
I9

" U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1978--746-732/1304
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THE FARM - 156 DRAKES, LANE:- SUMME RTOWN, TENNESSEE 38483 - PHQNEL(615) 964-3574

. -.. ..... ... . IRE: Application._No. TN0020168
Public Notice No. 78TN006

.. NPDE•.•Permit:App-pication_-.Tennessee Valley Authority

-. ........... ...... : -. . Watts Bar Units 1 and -

- .-: ...... ' June 28 1978.-_

Enforcement Division-
Environmental" Protec'ti-:7 gny --.

345 Courtland Street-;,NEg
Atlanta, Georgia 30308$.................... --. -, .--

- ATTN : Mona. -glli*son .-. _.. . . .-_ > -. . .- • -÷'-_1--: -..._-> -T•:--- ...-... .-

Dear MS. Ellison,_.-

I received._Noticee 78TN006 on- June 26.: 1978. T am submitting

this comment before then close lof the thirty day period on July 1,

1978. I wish the contents of-this comment to be fully addressed

before the NPDE.S:,,p~et:,.•-i-s-, iSisudfor this application..

My name is Albernt..Bates. I reside at.156 Drakes Lane, Summer-

town, TN, .384837 7I mýke this-comment 'on behalf of PLENTY, a world

charitable reliefLorganization,by vir'ue of our interest in the

...State of Tennessee and&. the No-r-th American continent as a-suitably

safe and healthy habitat.'.

I agree to be subject to examination on all matters contained
..hereinato..ur -ownexpense.•_ ..Areas ..which I contest are those set out

--in the Application ssection'-1.e. page1, PropOsed Pollution Abate-

ment-Facii-ties--neu-tratization and/-or- sedimentation--of plant

-operating wastes;:ý -and PARTI ,-Section A,' page 7, EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS

AND MONITORING- .REQUIREMENTS--.Liquid,.Radwaas~te System. _Thep.r t of
-..the :sys-temI-: I-:Tam ýconcerned:--with is-outlinedonthe diagramI- enclose.

... . ... . . . - -. . . . . . . . . .. . ... - -... . . -_ . . . . • . . . . . _ .". . - . . . . . %. - • -.. '-.

"-----



M.Ellison . ..

June 28, 1978
p. 2.

1. e. Description of Proposed Pollution Abatement Facilities

COMMENT:

The proposed .radioactive liquid waste treatment system.

is one which allows some. portion of the radwaste to be dis-

charged into the Tennessee River. This system cannot be con-

sidered effective in' eliminating radioactive liquid waste from.

the waste water dis'chharge. Unless an alternate system with

proven effectivenes;s• is substituted, all unnaturally radioactive

waste water should be gathered and stored for permanent isolation.

from the biosphere.

The proposed pollution abatement system would certainly

-result in loss of life and serious debilitating diseases to-the'

population downstream, and within the water-currents of the air-

ocean world, now and in ages to.come. Permanent degradation of

:-the life-cycle--by permitting 'sedimentation of persistent, highly
."toxic radionuclides in the fresh water channels which sustain

life--is criminally:'irresponsible.



M. Ellison
June 28, 1978
p. 3.

A. EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS 'AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS--Liquid
Radwaste System

COMMENTS:

S(I) Applicantpermittee proposes to limit discharges to

the Tennessee River toi 15 mg/l average and 20 mg/l maximum liquid
radwaste daily'. Dilution factors'-the mg/i notation--make no
indication of the weight, activity, persistence, or biological
effectiveness of the suspended solids comprising the liquid rad-
waste discharge,. Such indications are necessary for any realistic
assessment of potential damage to biota.

(2) Several hundred different actinides may be contained
in the discharge, prncipal among them being H-3, Ra-226, Cs-137,
Sr-90, and I-131 by volume; Y-90,91, Rn-222, Ra 224,225, Th-234,
andCm-242:by activity, Ni-59; Rb-87 1-129, Cs-135, U-233,234,235
236,238, Np-237, Pu-Z42,244, and Cm-247 by persistence; and C-14,
K-42, Po-210, Pu'236, 238, 239", -240, 241, and Am-241 by biological
effectiveness". The permit neglects 7to specify any breakdown of
these radionuclides,ý each of which presents a characteristic
individual hazard to-health.

(3) The proposed radwaste discharge is carcinogenic, ter-
atogenic:, mutagenic., and has non-specific immunity-reducing and
life-shortening effects possible -t doses well below that expected
in drinking water downstream of this discharge. NRC and EPA have
cdlculatedhealth effects, including cancers and genetic diseases,
expected inthe geneal. population, and found this acceptable. NRC
S doesnot have constitutional authority to accept health effects on

'behalf of unconsenting private citizens. Redent EPA public forums
have demonstrated strang public opposition to the imposition of

radioactive poisons on futrelgenerations. Recent acts.of Congress
have expressly forbidden release of cancer-causing material to the

population. The Tennessee Code forbids intentional poisoning under
penalty of life imprisonment.

N



M. Ellison
June 28, 1978

p. 4 .

(4) Health, physical security, and life are rights and

privileges secured by the federal and state constitutions to all
citizens. They may no~t be deprived without due process, meaning i
individual legal proceedings against any citizen to be deprived.

Issuance of the permit as presently written would serve to deprive
unspecified citizens of these rights and privileges and would

thereby constitute "state action" within the meaning of X 42
SU.S.C.A. 198'1'.5, -the.Civil Right ,s Acts. Moreover, this deprivation

would fall unequally upon those with greatest susceptibility or
who experienced the greatest exposure by virtue of geographic

.location or personal lifestyle. Such discrimination would run

contrary to the EquaL Protection Clause of the U.S. Constitution.

EPA and the State of1Tennessee are specifically forbidden from
awarding the permit:..

(5) Deaths to present and future generations projected

by EPA and NRC to result from liquid radwaste discharges to the
biosphere, insofar as ,they are committed intentionally by TVA,
EPA' and State Public Health are' humanicide within the meaning'
of the Nuremburg proceedings, the U.N. Declaration of Human
Rights and subsequent covenants, and international treaties to
which 'the United States is signatory. Humanicide is a crime of
state for which individual officers, acting in their official

capacity, may be:'held personally responsible.'

(6) EPA.and TVA have estimated the dose to an individual"
K maximally exposed to the liquid radwaste discharge after dilution

in the Tennessee.River to be less than i millirem (mrem) per year.
While this figure is extremely unrealistic and non-conservative,

it *can be accepted momentarily for the sake of argument. Recent

scientific evidence based upon human experience and'laboratory
work in vitro -,at low dose ranges' (not mathematically extrapolated

downward from.A-bomb doses as the older data had been) indicates

that 0.1 to 1 mrem increases cellular damage 1%. EPA estimates that
radiation causes 22,224 hea-lth effects/r, in the U.S. Background



M.. Ellison

June 28, 1978'

p. 5.

radiation is postulated now to be the cause of a very large

percentage of all non-accidental deaths in the world population.

Increases of even a single mrem yearly can therefore be seen to
have significant impact on the public health. This impact is

undesired by the majority of its victims. While EPA and State

permissible limits are constantly revising downward in light of

new evidence of serious risks previously unrecognized, the long-

term genetic ramifications of past error are yet multiplying.

Where radiation is concerned, there is no safe dose, and no known

human tolerance.

Respectfully submitted,

Albert Bates

cc: f

Water Quality Control Board
Tennessee Department of Public Health
621 Cordell Hull Building
Nashville, TN 37219
Mr. David' Freeman
Tennessee Valley Authority
TVA Towers

* Knoxville,.TN."
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TVA s Draft Environmental Statement concerning the construction of Yellow Creek Nuclear
plant near. luka, Miss . (Docket number's STN '0-566 a STSTU 50-567, as of June 1977, NC.

To:-- Sc6nd phaseof this hearing deal-ig
with ,radiological health and safety
July 6,1978, at Tishomingo County Court"-
house, Tl!ka, M1ississippi...

And toz:--- "U. 'S, Environmental Protection
Agency, Region IV, Water, Enforcement Branch.
35 CourtlandStreet, Atlamta, Ga, 30308.

Regarding the -proposal-for issuance of
Pollutant Discharge System Permit for Yellow
Creek'NUclear Plant (and Watts Bar-ýNPDES
TNOOM0168).

From:- Louis Go WILIA.S; Ph.D.', Aquatic
c OlOgiSt, Dep5to of Biology• -P. O Box 1927,

University, Alabama 3,5486.
. In the United;States nucleaj.power plants

are allowed to discharge low-level 'liquid,
radwastes and radioactive gases respectively.
into public waterways and the"atmosphere,. The
intermediate liquid radMastesmust be 'shipped
to NRO-approved sites for burial (howvever,.-
some sites have been closed since they were
found badly leakinig),,' The high-level 'radwastes,
such as spent reactor fuels and wastes from
atomic weapons-development and production are
not buried. These are stored.in Nater in
tanks at nuclear plants or at. special .storage.
sites. At this time there is. no approved meth6d
for their permlanent disposal fcr the US,,,

This statement concerns the: discharge of,
low-level liquid racntrastes to the Tennessee
River and.its r itaries ad..y own radio-
analysis.*of river samples which show, high con-
"entrations of fission products .by aquatic
Organisms and bottom sediments in the Ten-
nessee River, particularly into Pickwick Lake.
This reservoir would-receive more- radwastes
from the proposed Yellow Creek Nuclear Plant.

_Many managers "of liquid wastes operate
under the assumption that, dilution is the :
solution to pollution., However, many sub-
stances do not stay diluted but instead tend
to build to hiph concentrations in sediment
fractions and in aquatic food webs by biolog-
ical magnification. The organisms have not
read the impact statements. This phenomenon
is particuarly the situation for fission
products Yvstrontium and .L cesium, having
physical half lives of about 3 decades and
variable biological •'alf lives.

My studies at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory and at the R. A. -Taft Sanitary
B ineering Center in Cincinnati, prior to
1966 and at the University of Alabama since
1967 clearly indicate that many radionuclides
• from various terrestrial radioactive waste "
burial sites do move into waternays, such as
from the Conasauga shale burial sitos at Oak
Ridge, Tenn.

These intermedii-te level wastes from -
sites such as those *at Oak Ridge and low-.
level liquid radwast-es from current
operating- nuclear porer, plants of the
Tennessee Paiver pose a threat to human
health because'they can get into humans
when their' high concentrations following
concentration in the waterway are re-
leased into public drinking water
supplies, folloaing. dieoff of .dense-.
populations. of ph oplankton-zooplankton
communities or from eating.fishes with
high concdntrations of* fission products.

Impact statements simply have not;
addxessed this problem* Studies of many
peoplewith.todayis cancers have been
recently correlated with low-level
exposures 15 to 30 years ago. Cancers.,
from X-radiation in hospitals have • •
payoff benefits, but there arenoe benefit
from drinkring, eating, or inhaling
radioactive .substances from -the environ-
ment fromt radastes.
6oc The kind of radion uclides, such as.'
6Ocobalt, uranium, radium,.and plutonium.
are ,quite different from the fission, -
products from current nuclear reactors.

Their half lives 'are' very long,- such as
24,000-. years' for the most -toxic .si•.-
sta.,qce on* earth,"PLUTCHIIUM. The cycling
of nuclear waste prOducts:: in land, water3
air, a'hd biomass is very.complex
espedialXV wahen the wastes have teen
buried with chelating agents, such as
EDTA such as 'the burial sites at, Oak
Ridge. . .

Even though the cooling system is
"closed" current nuclear plants normally
discharge a lot of radwaste water to
waterways that contain unrfanted radio-
nucJ4des formed as products of fission
of . uranium and from becoming radio.-
active follo-4 ng neutron bombardment
while a part of the reactor core or the
cooling system. The practise of using
EDTA chelation. for cleaning or decon-
tamirnation, because of its strong metal-
bonding properties also contributes to
the radionuclides tecominn more hazardovt
when they are discharged into -public
waterways.

I was the senior authbr_: of an
article published on November 25, 1960,
dealing with organic materials as moni-
toring tools for radionuclides in the
pub lic waterways. This article reports
on methods developed to detect trace
levels of radionuclides.

U V -K . 0.N T 11E R.EVERSE S IDE
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SHEET TWO OF TWO. Louis G. WILL•I•., July 6, 1978, PUBLIC HEARING DEMOCRACY
1 :. '. - I

This article in .SCIENCE and several others
in Limnology & Oceanography and e-i Be2oo
and other journals demonstrate-methods of
analysis .of the.raw water itself for dissolved
radionuclides. In Concent~rating' trace aliounts:
of nuclides from large volumes of 'sample,
particularly where evaporation, .precipitation,
or ion-exchange techniques are u3ed, the stable
salt concehtrations in the diluting medium
interfere with the subsequent separation of the
specific radionuclides. To avoid these diffi-
culties'a technique utiliziný dead :organic and
living biological concentrations under natural
stream .conditions ias investigated. Radio-
analysis of algae frohi natural aquatic .habi-
tats has shown a'.greater variety and higher
concentration of' radionuclides than an analysis
of' the water in which 'the algae live. Averageý
concentration factbrs are about 7000 times, " •
but under ideal or optimum conditions they
,ay concentrate several hundred thousand
times.

This technique ,7or: worlitn, with" radio-
nuclides in natural waterways, was -modified to
measure the methylation UPta!ke of low trace
mercury in the Tennessee Riv6er. Foe-ntly-.
bottom sediments and- ooze'deposits.in' Pick-
wick Lake. are loaded, with both nonradioactive.
mercury, and several. fissioh products * These-
have an adverse :effect on this aquatic eco-
system. ,

Shortly-after the first commercial
nuclear pover plant went into operation at .
Shipping Port Paa,. on the -Ohio River,, I was-,
able to detect :fission products ,in. the, river.*
This was also-done.in the: Huitson and the,.
Columbia-River's in the early days of nuclear
pover development,.

The ••uclear Regulatory Commissibn allows
durrent nuclear plants to dispose. of low-level'
lquid radwastes to rivers, lakes and oceans,
but no monitoring .of their -fate - (to my lMow&'
ledge)- is. d6ne. to determine their -fate in the
aquatic ecosystem, where .many of them' become
concentrated to' hazardbus levels to both.-,'
humans and the aquatic organisms when the
ecosystem is distrubed.

A large filamentous geen. alga "
Pithophora, wfith a high toleration ,for" -Most,
Fresfn-Faer .environments was grown free of'.
silt and interfering radionucidUes $I.g1d;,0
into liter-size polyethylene bags;' ivith each,.:.
ba- having 400 evenly. spaced pores about"'
80b micrometers in diamdeter. Phytoplaxkton.-. '
was alsoiused, but the small size of the pores,
70 micrometers necessary to retain then - -
reduced the raGe'of .water' exchange, but nhe
phytoplankton because, of the- ratio of the:
surface area to water, do.take -up -huge amounts
of selective radionuclides. Laboratory con- '
trolled gruwth culture, studies confirmed this.

The proposed Yellcw Crebk Nuclear;
Plant would be adding more producers of
waste fission products to the Tennessee
River, while takin• out some" of the..
river and putting it into theatmosphere
for cooling a" nuclear plant? can onl
magnify a system of .too' much production
of nuclear garbage than the aquatic'
ecosystems of the Tennessee River and
downstream Ohio and Mississippi can
bear ':. -'

Recent studies by others indicate
that about 90 perceht f. cancers have
environmental causes, Should we wait fo;,
10 to 20 years to establish that lov-
level liquid radastes will greatly'
increase the incidence of cancer?

For' envircnmental purposes when '
dealing with radiological problems the -

public must be told that we should talk
less :about radiation and more about
radioactive substances that get in the
-bodies of living, organisms where they.e
- continually put out ionizing radiation,
which should not, be-c 6, pared with' small '
doee of :X-radiationj-which are of short
durations' ;while 'raddioactive 'substances
inside of organisms hlave biblogical half'
lives t hat may be ,of, lon~g-term durationo -. ...

• Ionizing. radiations: do-produce
unwanted hereditary changes- .which are
irreversible and accumulative..-There is

•no threshold below which there 'is .not - -
-an effect.' Do.wehai a right to give.
future generations an environment that'
will be intolerable? Isn t t the _problem
that -mankind is becoming the T-endangered:

.species? HO4 cdn,'we ---sim'at e'.the costs
of medical care from cancers and genetic
defects?- .These are not included in "
impact statements-ý but, they.,do result in -
large medical expenses to some people..
HaV can an impact statement quantify.
the potential cause of cancer and birth
defects? -

-When' some flagellate- protozoa
substitute the" fission p~roduct,
9Otrontium for calcium, their motile
organelles fai.l to properly'- develop.
anci their survival.'is greatly redifced.-
Since' the adv&fit .of fission products
-in., waterways f'rom' air 'test. fallout,
and--nuclear power plants,d the diversity
of river- planctonic organisms has been
greatly reduced. '-Howf -much. -of this is.
a-result, of l•ow-level rad-astes? -

The Fire at Browns.Ferry-.pointed
out.,that. the citizens did.not knowof' .

All,•y. eme gency&•vacuation plan; for'this
--near* disaster.o:Contaminants -from .
nuclear power-plants do-.result in ismr
adverse .environments for.living .organisms
Can. we wait or should we wait until
something like a candle at Browns :.
Ferry communicates, to us?
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